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ABSTRACT

When making decisions, people must determine not only what to choose but also when to choose. Do individuals modulate behavior in response to potential risks associated with delay in determining when to choose? The present work provides evidence that at least one group of people—indecisive individuals—do not. Two process-tracing studies simulated a 5-day college-course selection period in which new course alternatives appeared on each day. In a risk-free condition, no risks were associated with delay of decision making over the days. In a risk condition, each day of delay was associated with a risk of loss of existing course alternatives. Unlike decisive individuals, who modulated days of deliberation in response to presence versus absence of risk, indecisive individuals did not. The results illustrate not that indecisive individuals show uniformly increased delay relative to others, but rather that their delay behavior may be more striking in its unresponsiveness to risk. Copyright © 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

The question of how choices are made has received much more attention than that of when they are made, yet the latter is a critical aspect of decision-making. Rational choice theories (Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947) directed attention away from this question by assuming that all relevant information is available at the time of decision-making, and thus there is no reason for delay. In actuality, it is rarely the case that a decision situation is static, and decision researchers have begun to address issues surrounding deciding when to decide (Corbin, 1980). In the present work, we focus on how this decision is made in dynamic situations, specifically those in which the choice set can change over time. This happens, for example, when one determines that a new television is needed and so looks at some televisions at one store, goes on to see additional models at two other stores, finds out that one television at the first store has sold out, hears that a better television is about to come on the market, and so on. One can ask how people use information about the quality of an existing choice set as well as expected changes in the choice set over time to decide when to decide. We consider both...
what expected utility models have to say about such situations, as well as why people defer decision-making for reasons that only sometimes appear to be related to normative expectations.

Critically related to the issue of deciding when to decide, at least from an individual difference perspective, is the construct of indecisiveness. Indecisiveness refers to the extent to which an individual experiences chronic choice difficulty and delay in decision-making (Crites, 1969). Exploring how and why indecisive versus decisive individuals differ from one another in delay of decision making—including decision strategies, reasons for delay, ultimate choices, and decision satisfaction—is a potentially valuable route to addressing the question of how people decide when to decide, in that it is likely to reveal both broad patterns of behavior as well as important individual differences. Past research on indecisiveness has focused on developing reliable scale measures, and on establishing a relationship between indecisiveness and decisional delay in static contexts, when all decision alternatives are available and are not subject to change over time. One central behavioral finding is that indecisive individuals delay decision-making for a longer time than do decisive ones in these contexts (e.g., Frost & Shows, 1993). Behavioral research is limited, however, and no existing studies speak to dynamic decision situations. It is not clear whether the differences found in static situations represent increased deliberation by indecisive individuals in these situations only—when delay has no impact on the quality of the choice set—or reflect a more far-reaching difference in how decisive and indecisive individuals assess the relative value of choice versus delay. To get at this question, after reviewing research on indecisiveness in static situations, we focus here on the delay behavior of indecisive and decisive individuals in dynamic situations in which delay has significant consequences for choice quality.

Indecisiveness and decisional delay

That indecisiveness is characterized by decisional delay is evident in self-report scale measures of indecisiveness (Frost & Shows, 1993; Germeij & DeBoeck, 2002; Mann, 1982), the most common being Frost & Shows’ (1993) 15-item Indecisiveness Scale and Mann’s (1982) 5-item Decisional Procrastination Scale. The Decisional Procrastination Scale focuses on decisional delay, with items such as “I put off making decisions” and “I waste a long time on trivial matters before getting to a final decision.” The Indecisiveness Scale, in addition to delay, incorporates decisional difficulty, as in “I find it easy to make decisions” or “I always know exactly what I want,” and proposed affective components including anxiety, worry, low confidence, and regret. These two scales reflect different views on the major components of indecisiveness, that is, delay only versus a combination of difficulty, delay, and negative affect. Despite this, both scales are highly reliable, with the internal reliabilities somewhat higher for the Indecisiveness Scale (internal α = 0.87; 1-month test-retest α = 0.67; Frost & Gross, 1992; Wengrovitz & Patalano, 2006) than for the Decisional Procrastination Scale (internal α = 0.70; 1-month test-retest α = 0.69; Effert & Ferrari, 1989; Beswick, Rothblum, & Mann, 1988).

Behavioral differences in decisional difficulty and delay as a function of indecisiveness have been shown in studies of choice in static decision situations, using measures of choice difficulty, perceived readiness to decide, response latencies, and choice deferral. Veinott (2002) found that indecisive individuals, relative to more decisive individuals, experienced more choice difficulty and reported being less ready to decide among five multiattribute alternatives in the domains of car purchase and applicant selection. Frost and Shows (1993) presented pairs of alternatives, such as two articles of clothing, and found choice response latencies to be greater for indecisive than for decisive individuals, as did Ferrari and Dovidio (2000) using a multiattribute college-course selection task. Rassin and Muris (2005) observed that indecisive individuals were more likely than decisive ones to choose an “I don’t know” alternative in response to strongly worded social statements such as “Suicide is never a rational option.” These results support the conclusion that, at least when the choice set does not change over time, as was the case in all studies, indecisive individuals are more likely to delay decision-making.
Though not directly related to choice difficulty or delay, there is also evidence of a strategy difference between indecisive and decisive individuals that might mediate delay differences in multiattribute choice situations. Using process-tracing methodology (Payne, 1976), Ferrari and Dovidio (2000, 2001) looked at the informational search patterns of decisive versus indecisive individuals in the college-course selection task. They found that indecisive individuals engaged in more dimension-based search, moving from one alternative to another within a dimension (e.g., from one course to another on the dimension of meeting time). Decisive individuals, in contrast, engaged in more alternative-base search, moving from one dimension to another with an alternative (e.g., from meeting time to instructor quality for the same course). While interesting, it is not clear how this difference might relate to differences in choice difficulty and delay, or even whether the finding generalizes beyond the specific decision context.

These scale and behavioral results suggest that indecisive individuals might delay decision-making longer than decisive ones because they find the decision task more difficult in that they are unable to identify a clearly preferred alternative to which to commit (Janis and Mann, 1977). This possibility is consistent with studies of contextual influences on choice delay. For example, Tversky and Shafir (1992) compared deferral rates in a dominance context (e.g., [65%, $15; a gamble with a 65% chance of winning $15 and a 35% chance of winning nothing] vs. [65%, $14]), in which one alternative clearly dominated another, versus a trade-off conflict context (e.g., [65%, $15] vs. [30%, $35]), in which alternatives had different advantages and disadvantages. Participants were informed that deferral, if selected, would bring a new alternative but also the potential loss of one or both initial ones. In a comparable context, Dhar (1997) manipulated the similarity of the perceived attractiveness of choice alternatives, such that, in one condition, alternatives were highly similar to one another in perceived attractiveness while, in another condition, they were more spread out. In both studies, the more difficult the choice task, the more likely individuals were to defer choice, even though the most attractive alternative was the same in both conditions.

In light of such findings, Anderson (2003) introduced the construct of selection difficulty to his model of decision avoidance, a model that encompasses choice delay as well as other forms of decision avoidance. Selection difficulty was introduced to serve as a mediating variable between multiple contributors to choice difficulty (e.g., trade-off conflict, preference uncertainty), and resulting delay behavior. While Anderson’s (2003) model does not consider individual differences, one can imagine that indecisive individuals might chronically act as if they are in a difficult choice context, delaying choice because the problem is more difficult to them and they are unable to commit to any of the available alternatives. It is not clear what might give rise to this experience of choice difficulty among indecisive individuals, though correlates of indecisiveness include neuroticism (Jackson, Furnham, & Lawty-Jones, 1999), obsessive–compulsive tendencies (Frost & Shows, 1993), and perfectionism (Gayton, Clavin, Clavin, & Broida, 1994; see Ferrari & Dovidio, 2001, for further correlates). Indecisiveness has also been linked theoretically to a need for a higher threshold of certainty (Frost & Shows, 1993), to a desire to minimize error (Salzman, 1980), and to a lower threshold for deciding what is important (Reed, 1985), all associated with perfectionism. One obvious possibility is that indecisive individuals find choice difficult because they seek perfect (or at least near-perfect) alternatives and are unable or unwilling to make tradeoffs when no such alternatives are available. Of course, at this point, the correlates are merely suggestive.

**Dynamic situations and present research**

Situations in which it is possible to delay choice can easily be adapted to rational choice models to determine when, based on normative principles, it is appropriate to choose an existing alternative versus to delay

---

1Ferrari and Dovidio (2000, 2001) used the terms *intradimensional* and *interdimensional* to refer to dimension-based and alternative-based shifts, respectively.
decision-making. As observed by multiple researchers (Dhar, 1997; Tversky & Shafir, 1992), the expected utility of choice is simply the utility of the best alternative in the existing choice set. The expected utility of delay is the utility of the best alternative in each possible future choice set weighted by the likelihood of that set emerging. From the perspective of utility maximization, there is no reason to defer in static situations because the expected utility of deferral is the same as that of choice. On the other hand, there is also arguably no reason not to defer, other than the costs of time and effort (Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993), given that deferral might allow one to gain clarity through increased deliberation (Tykocinski & Ruffle, 2003). Looking only at static decision situations, it is not clear whether indecisive individuals, relative to decisive ones, show increased delay across all decision situations, delay to a greater extent only when expected utilities of choice and deferral are the same; or, show a different pattern of response to the benefits and risks of delay.

In the context of dynamic decision situations, in contrast, utility maximization requires careful assessment of the expected utilities of choice versus delay in deciding when to commit to an alternative. Attention must be paid to the attractiveness of existing alternatives, the risk of losing these alternatives, the attractiveness of potential future alternatives, and the likelihood of actually gaining these alternatives. In these situations, neither immediate choice nor delay is uniformly consistent with utility maximization, and engaging in either for reasons other than utility maximization can result in a less desirable choice set and a less satisfying ultimate choice. If indecisive individuals delay to a greater extent in these situations as well—which would be the most straightforward prediction based on past research—and if we assume that delay is warranted on about half of all occasions, decisive and indecisive individuals should each find themselves with a more desirable choice set about half the time. We argue here, however, that rather than it being the case that indecisive individuals delay to a greater extent than more decisive ones in dynamic situations, that decisive individuals differentially adjust their deferral behavior in response to the benefits and risks of delay while indecisive individuals do not.

This proposal is motivated by the fact that choice avoidance and utility maximization appear to be incompatible—or at least difficult to jointly maintain—goals. Choice avoidance focuses on difficulty of choice. Delay is used as a means of avoiding a difficult choice, possibly with the hope that delay might eventually lead to an easier choice (Janis & Mann, 1977). Utility maximization, in contrast, involves comparison of the quality of present versus future choice sets. Delay in this case reflects foresight regarding the prospect of obtaining a more desirable choice set. The possibility that choice avoidance sometimes takes precedence over attention to utility maximization is supported by the earlier described studies involving contextual manipulations of choice difficulty (e.g., Tversky & Shafir, 1992). To the extent that indecisive individuals cannot help but be impacted by perceived choice difficulty even in dynamic situations, their delay behavior should not be influenced by expected-utility-related factors. For decisive individuals, in contrast, there is no evidence that they routinely experience choice difficulty, so there is no reason to believe they do not emphasize utility maximization in dynamic situations. Their behavior might show sensitivity to factors relevant to this goal, such as the quality of the initial choice set, the risk of loss of alternatives over time, and the likelihood of gaining better alternatives over time.

We conduct two studies to test this claim. They both involve a decision scenario in which a college course must be selected from a dynamic choice set, but choice can be delayed for up to five “cycles” before a selection is made, with new alternatives added to the set in each cycle. We manipulate the risk associated with delay, which is the stated possibility that some existing alternatives also become unavailable over the cycles. When there is no risk associated with delay, each cycle brings only further alternatives. Here, a future choice set cannot be lower in utility than an existing one, so it is always reasonable to delay within the limits of time and effort (Payne et al., 1993). When risk is present, some existing alternatives become unavailable across cycles. This means that a future choice set might, in fact, be lower in utility than a present one. We predict that decisive individuals will modulate their delay behavior in response to risk, delaying over a greater number of cycles when there is no risk versus when risk is present, while indecisive individuals will not, consistent with the claim that only decisive individuals adjust their behavior in response to this information. Based on past
indecisiveness research, we also look for greater use of a dimension-based informational search strategy for indecisive individuals versus an alternative-based strategy for decisive individuals.

This course selection task is more complex than tasks in which the dependent measure is a binary choice (e.g., choose vs. defer). The present task is in the tradition of those used by Ferrari and Dovidio (2000) in their recent research on indecisiveness in which choice alternatives had multiple attributes and both choice and process-tracing data (Payne, 1976) were collected. The addition of delay cycles to their task offers a more sensitive dependent measure of delay than that of binary choice. It is useful for capturing interactions among independent variables in a way that we believe compensates for its complexity.

EXPERIMENT 1

We looked at the influence of indecisiveness group and risk condition on decisional delay, using a course-selection task similar to that of Ferrari and Dovidio (2000). In their task, indecisive and decisive individuals saw an informational grid with five college-course decision alternatives by six dimensions and could view as many information cells as desired, which would then remain visible, before choosing an alternative. Our task differed in that, after the first day’s presentation of five course alternatives, two new courses were added on each day of a simulated five-day course enrolment period. At any time, the user could view course information, choose a course, or defer to the next day. By the end of the fifth day, however, one course had to be chosen. This process was not unfamiliar to participants who were college students used to choosing courses over a week from a frequently updated selection. As in Ferrari & Dovidio (2000, 2001), process-tracing methodology was used to record participant actions.

The experiment had two conditions: No-Risk and Risk. In the No-Risk condition, there were no risks associated with deliberating over the full 5 days; only negligible costs of time and effort associated with information search existed. In the Risk condition, in contrast, the risk associated with deliberation was a threatened loss of existing alternatives with each additional day of search. In fact, two alternatives became unavailable over time. The primary dependent measure of decision delay was number of days explored because this was most directly linked to gain and loss of alternatives. If decisive individuals are sensitive to risk while indecisive ones are not, we should see that decisive individuals delay over more days in the No-Risk relative to the Risk condition, while there is no difference across conditions for indecisive individuals.

In consideration of past work, we also collected process measures of total time to decide, total information collected (i.e., number of cells clicked), and percentages of alternative- and dimension-based search shifts relative to all shifts. For alternative-based and dimension-based shifts, only the first day of data was used because the addition of only two classes per day on later days biased search towards use of alternative-based shifts (see Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988). In addition, we collected final course choice and participant ratings of the importance of each dimension to their decision. Course choice and dimension ratings were used to confirm that any differences between groups were not due to differences in values. The choice data also had the potential to demonstrate any outcome differences associated with delay. We placed the most desirable alternative, assuming equal weighting of dimensions, on Day 2 and, in the Risk condition, removed it on Day 3. We expected that it would be selected by most in the No-Risk condition but that it would be more likely to be selected by decisive individuals, because more indecisive individuals would lose the opportunity, in the Risk condition.

Participants were divided into decisive and indecisive groups using a median split on Frost and Shows’ (1993) Indecisiveness Scale. The scale was used because it captures a broad notion of indecisiveness, most consistent with our views, and because it has a high internal reliability. We also administered Mann’s (1982) Decisional Procrastination Scale, and Burns’ (1980) 10-item Perfectionism Scale, given a secondary interest on our part in assessing correlations among scales for our participant sample, and given the past correlation between perfectionism and indecisiveness (Gayton et al., 1994).
Method

Participants
Seventy-four Wesleyan University students (51 women and 23 men, 18–28 years old) volunteered to participate in exchange for monetary compensation. Participants were run in groups of 1–3 in 1-hour sessions.

Decision materials
Thirteen courses (labeled Course A–M) varied on the following dimensions: meeting time, instructor quality, potential relevance to goals, amount of work, peer evaluations, and interest in topic. Dimensions were chosen to be at least somewhat relevant, and three values were associated with each dimension (e.g., preferred, acceptable, and undesirable for meeting time), with values framed in terms of desirability (e.g., “preferred,” not “meets at 1 pm”) rather than absolute values to ensure that their ordering and spacing was approximately the same across participants. The grid was constructed to create a challenging decision problem involving tradeoffs. Assuming equal weighting of dimensions, Course G was the optimal alternative (high on four dimensions and moderate on two dimensions). See the Appendix for the full set of materials.

Course-enrollment simulation
A 5-day course enrolment period was simulated using Hypercard software for the Macintosh computer. The focus of the simulation was an information grid displayed on a computer screen on which rows were labeled with course names, columns were labeled with course dimensions; and grid cells contained the value of each course on each dimension. Seat availability appeared next to each course, but grid-cell information was initially hidden. On Day 1, 5 courses appeared in the grid; on each subsequent day, 2 courses were added to the end of the list, for a total of 13 courses by Day 5.

Three types of actions were available. One was to click on a grid cell to display a desired piece of information. Once visible, the information stayed on the screen for the entire task. The second was to click on a “Go to Next Day” button to update the screen with the next day of enrolment and thus the new alternatives. The third was to click on a course name and the “Finalize Choice” button to make a course selection and end the task, which had to be done by the end of the fifth day.

Other than the list of available courses, the only information that changed daily was seat availability so as to simulate a course database being updated daily. In the No-Risk condition, availabilities were high (more than 10 seats per course), and no courses were in danger of becoming full. In the Risk condition, availabilities were low (fewer than 5 seats per course) and courses were in danger of becoming full (indicated by 0 seats). In the Risk condition, 2 courses actually became unavailable: Course G (the optimal choice), introduced on Day 2, became full on Day 3; and Course I, introduced on Day 3, became full on Day 4. Once a course became unavailable, it remained this way for the duration of the enrolment period.

Questionnaire items
A 45-item questionnaire was created containing all items from the following three scales: Frost and Shows’ (1993) Indecisiveness Scale (15 items), Mann’s (1982) Decisional Procrastination Scale (5 items), and Burns’ (1980) Perfectionism Scale (10 items). Fifteen filler items from unrelated scales were also included. All items were arranged in a single random order. Responses were elicited on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). In earlier work in our laboratory, 55 undergraduate participants assigned to a Risk condition similar to the one used here were administered Frost and Shows’ Indecisiveness Scale both 3 weeks prior to the study and immediately after the study. Individual differences in behavioral results were the same using pre-task versus post-task Indecisiveness Scale scores, suggesting that these scores are not highly influenced by performance on the decision-making task.
Procedure

Participants sat at individual computers and completed the study at their own pace. For the course selection task, participants were instructed to imagine that they had the opportunity to choose a course over a 5-day course enrolment period. They were told that, on the first day, they would be presented with available course alternatives, and would have the option of either choosing a course or waiting until the next day to consider additional courses. They were informed that by the end of the period, however, a course had to be selected. Available actions were explained, and participants were advised to reveal only grid information needed to make a choice. In the No-Risk condition, participants were informed that no courses would become unavailable while, in the Risk condition, they were informed that courses could become unavailable over time. Participants completed a practice restaurant selection task to familiarize themselves with the procedure before going on to the course selection task.

After a course was selected, a new screen appeared for rating the importance of each dimension (e.g., meeting time) to the decision on a scale from 1 (highly important) to 6 (not at all important). All dimensions were presented at once in the order in which they appeared during the course selection task. After the rating task was completed, the screen changed again and participants were asked to fill out the questionnaire. Items were displayed one at a time and each remained until a rating from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree) was chosen. The computer program recorded all participant actions during both course selection and these later tasks. The entire experiment took approximately 30 minutes to complete.

Results

Questionnaire data

Inter-item reliabilities were computed for each scale: Frost and Shows’ (1993) Indecisiveness scale alpha = 0.85, Mann’s (1982) Decisional Procrastination scale alpha = 0.81, and Burns’ (1980) Perfectionism scale alpha = 0.71; all were acceptable at the conventional alpha > 0.70. After reverse-coding some responses and summing to get scale scores, positive correlations were found between Indecisiveness and Decisional Procrastination (r(74) = 0.66, p < 0.001), and Indecisiveness and Perfectionism (r(74) = 0.28, p < 0.050), but not Decision Procrastination and Perfectionism (p’s > 0.100 for all null results unless otherwise noted).

Based on Indecisiveness Scale scores, a median split (mdn = 50) was used to divide the data into two approximately equal-sized groups of decisives and indecisives. Note that indecisiveness is reflected in lower scores here. The split resulted in 15 decisives (M = 57, range = 51–65) and 22 indecisives (M = 43, range = 35–50) in the No-Risk condition, and 19 decisives (M = 57, range = 52–64) and 18 indecisives (M = 40, range = 27–50) in the Risk condition. The lowest (most indecisive) and highest (most decisive) possible scores on this scale are 0 and 75, respectively.

Delay data

The dependent measure of delay was number of days searched prior to choice (see Figure 1, left side). A 2 × 2 between-subjects ANOVA of condition by group was run on this measure. Not surprisingly, there was a main effect of condition in that more days were searched in the No-Risk relative to the Risk condition, F(1,70) = 8.95, MSE = 2.03, p = 0.004. More importantly, there was also an interaction in that decisive individuals searched fewer days in the Risk relative to the No-Risk condition while indecisive individuals did not, F(1,70) = 4.02, MSE = 2.03, p = 0.048. No main effect of group was found. Post hoc analyses revealed that the group means did not differ in the No-Risk condition but did in the Risk condition because only for decisive individuals was there less delay in the Risk relative to the No-Risk condition (p’s < 0.01).

Process data

Dependent measures of process were total time, total information, and percentages of alternative-based and dimension-based shifts (see Table 1, left side). A 2 × 2 between-subjects ANOVA of condition, by group was
run on each process measure. For total time, there was an interaction in that indecisive individuals in the No-Risk condition took less time to decide than those in the Risk condition while the times of decisive individuals were the same in the two conditions, $F(1,70) = 4.86$, $MSE = 8271$, $p = 0.031$. For alternative-based shifts, there was a main effect in that indecisive individuals made a greater percentage of these shifts than did decisive individuals, $F(1,70) = 8.30$, $MSE = 0.06$, $p = 0.005$. And for dimension-based shifts, there was a main effect in that decisive individuals made a greater percentage of

![Figure 1. Number of days of delay by indecisiveness group and risk condition in Experiments 1 and 2, with SE bars](image)

Table 1. Task behavior by indecisiveness group and risk condition for Experiments 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Experiment 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-Risk</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>No-Risk</td>
<td>Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time (s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisive</td>
<td>160 (21)</td>
<td>143 (18)</td>
<td>120 (16)</td>
<td>93 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecisive</td>
<td>136 (12)</td>
<td>213 (32)**</td>
<td>86 (4)</td>
<td>131 (20)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total information (clicks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisive</td>
<td>44 (4)</td>
<td>35 (4)</td>
<td>64 (9)</td>
<td>63 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecisive</td>
<td>44 (4)</td>
<td>48 (5)**</td>
<td>45 (9)**</td>
<td>82 (13)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension-based shifts (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisive</td>
<td>59 (6)</td>
<td>54 (6)</td>
<td>43 (6)</td>
<td>29 (4)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecisive</td>
<td>39 (7)</td>
<td>33 (7)</td>
<td>33 (4)</td>
<td>30 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative-based shifts (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisive</td>
<td>17 (4)</td>
<td>26 (6)</td>
<td>38 (6)</td>
<td>58 (4)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecisive</td>
<td>43 (6)**</td>
<td>51 (6)**</td>
<td>51 (3)</td>
<td>54 (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: SEs are in parentheses; total information in Experiment 2 includes revisited cells; shifts are for Day 1 only.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 for simple effects of condition (No-Risk vs. Risk).

*p < 0.05 for simple effects of group (decisive vs. indecisive).
these shifts than did indecisive individuals, $F(1,70) = 3.83, MSE = 0.07, p = 0.054$. No other main effects or interactions were reliable, including all involving the dependent measure of total information. See Table 1 for post hoc tests of simple effects.

We also looked at amount of information obtained per alternative, and separately per dimension; no interaction of either of these with indecisiveness was found. Not surprisingly, there was a main effect of dimension importance (most important dimension to an individual, second most important, etc.) in that participants clicked more often on dimensions of greater importance to them (linear effect: $F(1,70) = 60.53$, $MSE = 3.30, p < 0.001$), but dimension importance also did not interact with indecisiveness.

**Choice and ratings data**

Choices were coded in terms of whether or not Course G was selected (see Table 2, left side). Decisive individuals were highly likely to choose this course in both conditions; indecisive individuals were highly likely to choose it in the No-Risk condition but were much less likely to do so in the Risk condition. The best fitting binary logistic regression equation includes group ($\beta = -1.56, SE = 0.64, p = 0.015$) and a group by condition interaction ($\beta = 2.18, SE = 0.77, p = 0.005$) as predictors of choice ($\chi^2(2, N = 74) = 9.82, p = 0.007$). In 85% of the cases in which the best course was not chosen, the participant had gone beyond Day 2 in the Risk condition, thereby losing the opportunity to choose it. A mixed three-way ANOVA conducted on indecisive and decisive participants’ ratings of the importance of each dimension to their decision in each condition revealed a main effect of dimension only, with mean ratings for the most to least important dimension ranging from 1.8 to 3.9, $F(5,365) = 33.17, MSE = 1.58, p < 0.001$. With each individual’s own ratings on each dimension used as weights for a linear regression, Choice G emerged as the optimal alternative 40 times, it was tied with one or two other alternatives 10 times, and it was less than optimal 24 times; this pattern did not differ by group or condition. Course B emerged as the second most optimal alternative, though it was only actually chosen by participants 4 times.

| Table 2. Course selection by indecisiveness group and risk condition for Experiments 1 and 2 |
|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------|
|                                    | Experiment 1                        | Experiment 2                        |                                    |
|                                    | No-Risk(%) | Risk(%) | No-Risk(%) | Risk(%) |
| Decisive                          | 73        | 68      | 50        | 32      |
| Indecisive                        | 82        | 28      | 47        | 43      |

$^2$Probability data are sometimes transformed by taking the arcsine of the square root of each proportion so that they better approximate a normal distribution (Hogg & Craig, 1995). We did this and re-ran the analyses. The pattern of results was the same and so, for intuitiveness, we report only the untransformed results.

$^3$In both Experiments 1 and 2, we also considered the shift results made on Days 2–5 taken together and found no reliable effects. Note also that, in both experiments, 90% of clicks were made on the most recently presented alternatives; rarely did participants return to earlier days.

$^4$We believe Course B was rated highly because our equation did not take into account the fact that the difference between dimension values of “2” and “3” was likely perceived to be greater than that between “1” and “2” by participants. In other words, our equation did not reflect the likely possibility that participants thought that a low value of “3” on the important dimension of “Interest in topic” made this alternative look particularly unattractive.
Other analyses

All analyses were re-run using median splits on Decisional Procrastination (mdn = 35.0; Procrastinators $M = 29$; Non-Procrastinators $M = 42$; highest possible score is 50) and Perfectionism (mdn = 14.5; Perfectionists $M = 12$; Non-Perfectionists $M = 17$; highest possible score is 25), but no reliable effects of either on any dependent measures were found. All were also run on three previously identified factors of the Indecisiveness Scale (confidence and pleasure, planning, and anxiety; see Patalano & Wengrovitz, 2006), with no significant findings, though this is somewhat unsurprising given lower reliabilities of factor scores.

Discussion

The main findings are that decisive individuals had fewer days of search for alternatives when risk was present relative to when it was absent. Indecisive individuals, in contrast, did not differ in days of search in response to the presence versus absence of risk. Specifically, both decisive and indecisive individuals searched for an average of just over 4 days when there were no risks to delay. When risks were imposed, decisive individuals searched for fewer than 3 days while indecisive individuals still searched for four days; indecisive individuals in the Risk condition did take more time to decide and did look at more information than did those in the No-Risk condition. The two groups chose the same alternative in the No-Risk condition—the condition in which they would be most likely to choose their preferred alternative overall—and indicated the same course-dimension ratings, ruling these out as other explanations for group differences. The results suggest that decisive individuals modulate their delay behavior in response to risks associated with delay while indecisive individuals do not.

The two groups arrived at their choices using different patterns of information collection. Indecisive individuals tended to make alternative-based shifts, focusing on gathering information on one alternative at a time. Decisive individuals tended to make dimension-based shifts, comparing multiple alternatives on one dimension at a time. This is the opposite of the results of Ferrari and Dovidio (2000, 2001) who found greater use of dimension-based shifts by indecisive individuals and alternative-based shifts by decisive ones. The latter pattern was interpreted by Ferrari and Dovidio as reflecting use of a less effortful decision strategy by indecisive individuals, specifically a strategy that focuses on fewer dimensions, due to their reduced cognitive resources during decision-making. There is no obvious explanation for the search pattern discrepancy between our study and theirs, though we will discuss this further after Experiment 2. Finally, decisive individuals looked at less information and took less total time to decide in the Risk condition, while indecisive individuals took more time and looked at more total information in the Risk condition relative to the No-Risk condition, though the interaction was only statistically reliable for the time variable.

There are some limitations to the first experiment. First, the placement of the optimal alternative on an early day increased its chance of being selected by a decisive individual relative to one that could have been placed on a later day. Second, use of a method in which selections remained visible made it impossible to tell when exposed cells were being revisited, possibly obscuring true group differences in strategy. Third, while the items from individual-difference scales were intermixed, put in random order, and interspersed with filler items to make the questionnaire aims less transparent, error may have been introduced into scale scores. While none of these limitations reflect our focal interests, addressing them in Experiment 2 offers an opportunity to replicate our main findings in a somewhat different context.

EXPERIMENT 2

The goal of Experiment 2 was to replicate the first experiment with three changes to the experimental procedure. The first change was to make the optimal course appear later in the simulation. In the first experiment, the optimal alternative, Course G, was presented on Day 2 and became unavailable on Day 3.
Because indecisive individuals in the Risk condition tended to search until Day 3 (at which point Course G was already unavailable), while decisive individuals tended to search only until Day 2, decisive individuals had an advantage for selecting the optimal alternative. In the present experiment, we modified Course I, which appears on Day 3 and becomes unavailable on Day 4, so that it surpassed Course G as the optimal alternative. While not the central goal, we hoped to demonstrate a choice-quality advantage for indecisive individuals arising from their delay behavior in this context.

The second change was to modify the process-tracing methodology to use of a hidden-information method (Payne, 1976). Each time a new piece of information was selected, the previous selection returned to its hidden state. Because this method places far more demands on working memory than the visible-information method used previously, there is reason to believe that it could influence decision strategy, possibly leading many individuals to choose a less effortful strategy. However, such an outcome would still be informative in that if delay behavior is independent of information search strategy, the study should still reveal group differences in modulation of delay in response to risks.

The third change was in questionnaire presentation. All questionnaire items were grouped by scale, the Indecisiveness Scale was presented first, and there were no filler items.

Method

Participants
Sixty-six Wesleyan University students (36 women and 30 men, 18–28 years old) volunteered to participate in exchange for monetary compensation. Participants were run in groups of 1–5 in 1-hour sessions.

Decision materials
The decision materials were the same as in Experiment 1 except that Course I was modified to be high on 5 dimensions and moderate on 1 dimension. Assuming equal weighting of dimensions, Course I became the optimal alternative (as noted in the Appendix). Course I appeared on Day 3 and became unavailable on Day 4, just as it did in Experiment 1.

Course-enrolment simulation
The simulation remained unchanged from Experiment 1.

Questionnaire items
A 30-item questionnaire contained Indecisiveness Scale, Decisional Procrastination Scale, and Perfectionism Scale items grouped by scale, presented in this order. No filler items were included.

Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.

Results

Questionnaire data
Inter-item reliabilities for each scale were: Frost and Shows’ (1993) Indecisiveness Scale alpha = 0.83, Mann’s (1982) Decisional Procrastination Scale alpha = 0.79 and Burns’ (1980) Perfectionism Scale alpha = 0.86. There was a positive correlation between Indecisiveness and Decisional Procrastination,
Unlike Experiment 1, there was no correlation between Indecisiveness and Perfectionism scores, $r(66) = -0.02$, $p = 0.889$; and again there was no correlation between Decisional Procrastination and Perfectionism.

Based on Indecisiveness Scale scores, a median split (mdn = 42) was used to divide the data into two approximately equal-sized groups of decisive and indecisive individuals. The split resulted in 14 decisive ($M = 48$, range = 43–59) and 19 indecisive ($M = 36$, range = 28–41) individuals in the No-Risk condition, and 19 decisive ($M = 52$, range = 44–71) and 14 indecisive ($M = 32$, range = 27–41) individuals in the Risk condition. As in Experiment 1, low values correspond to greater indecisiveness.

**Delay data**

The dependent measure of delay was number of days searched prior to choice (see Figure 1, right side). A $2 \times 2$ between-subjects ANOVA of condition by group was run on this measure. As in Experiment 1, there was an interaction in that decisive individuals in the Risk condition searched fewer days than did those in the No-Risk condition, while indecisive individuals in both conditions delayed the same number of days, $F(1,62) = 6.03$, $MSE = 1.40$, $p = 0.017$. Post hoc analyses revealed that decisive individuals considered a greater number of days than did indecisive ones in the No-Risk condition. The groups did not differ in the Risk condition because only decisive individuals delayed more in the Risk relative to the No-Risk condition ($p$’s < 0.01). No main effects of group or condition were found.

**Process data**

Dependent measures of process were total time, total information, and percentages of alternative-based and dimension-based shifts (see Table 1, right side). There was an interaction in that indecisive individuals in the Risk condition took more time than did those in the No-Risk condition, while decisive individuals took the same amount of time in both conditions, $F(1,62) = 7.14$, $MSE = 2872$, $p = 0.010$. Indecisive individuals in the Risk condition also looked at more information than did those in the No-Risk condition, while decisive individuals in the two conditions looked at the same amount of information, $F(1,62) = 4.77$, $MSE = 1176$, $p = 0.033$. For alternative-based and dimension-based shifts, there were main effects in that a greater percentage of alternative-based shifts were made in the Risk condition as compared with the No-Risk condition, $F(1,62) = 4.51$, $MSE = 0.04$, $p = 0.038$, and there was a suggestion of a corresponding decrease in dimension-based shifts, $F(1,62) = 2.76$, $MSE = 0.05$, $p = 0.102$; this result was largely due to a difference in the behavior of decisive individuals in the two conditions, though the interaction was not statistically reliable. No other main effects or interactions were reliable. See Table 1 for post hoc tests of simple effects.

As in Experiment 1, we also looked at amount of information obtained per alternative, and separately per dimension; no interaction of either of these with indecisiveness was found. Not surprisingly, there was a main effect of dimension importance in that participants clicked more often on dimensions of greater importance to them (linear effect: $F(1,62) = 47.97$, $MSE = 438.92$, $p < 0.001$), but this did not interact with indecisiveness either.

**Choice and ratings data**

Choices were coded in terms of whether or not Course I was selected (see Table 2, right side). Indecisive individuals in both conditions were equally likely to choose this course; decisive individuals were as likely as
indecisive individuals to choose it in the No-Risk condition but were less likely to choose it in the Risk condition. However, neither group nor condition was a reliable predictor of choice. Given the overall low rate of choice of Course I even in the No-Risk condition (48%, though it was still the most selected alternative), the choice results were not clearly interpretable and we did not pursue them further. As in Experiment 1, a mixed three-way ANOVA conducted on indecisive and decisive participants’ ratings of the importance of each dimension in each condition revealed a main effect of dimension only, with ratings for the most to least important dimension ranging from 1.9 to 3.6, \( F(5,325) = 26.32, \text{MSE} = 1.40, p < 0.001 \). With each individual’s own ratings on each dimension used as weights for a linear regression, Choice I was identified as the optimal alternative 48 times, it was tied for optimal with one or two other alternatives 15 times, and it was less than optimal 3; this pattern did not differ by group or condition.

Other analyses

All analyses were re-run using median splits on Decisional Procrastination (mdn = 26; Procrastinators \( M = 20; \) Non-Procrastinators \( M = 34 \)) and Perfectionism (mdn = 15; Perfectionists \( M = 12; \) Non-Perfectionists \( M = 18 \)). For Decisional Procrastination, no reliable effects were found (though interaction effects for alternative—and dimension-based shifts were \(< 0.100\)). For Perfectionism, only a marginally significant main effect on decision time was found, with perfectionists taking more time to decide than non-perfectionists (119 vs. 93 s; \( F(1, 62) = 3.73, \text{MSE} = 30.05, p = 0.058 \)). All analyses were also run on three previously identified factors of the Indecisiveness Scale (see Patalano & Wengrovitz, 2006), again with no significant findings.

Discussion

The key findings of Experiment 2 were that decisive individuals in the Risk condition searched fewer days than did those in the No-Risk condition. In contrast, indecisive individuals in both conditions searched the same number of days. In particular, decisive individuals searched for over four days when there were no risks but below three days when there were risks, while indecisive individuals searched for just below three days regardless of risk. This interaction replicates the main results of Experiment 1. In addition, decisive individuals in the Risk condition took less time to decide than did those in the No-Risk condition. In contrast, indecisive individuals in the Risk condition took more time to decide and looked at more information than did those in the No-Risk condition. This pattern matches the one found in Experiment 1. It provides evidence that any lack of delay response of indecisive individuals to risk is not likely because they do not notice the risk, as they do respond to it in these other ways. Rather, though it leads them to deliberate further, possibly because they know that the consequences of going on are greater, they still decide to go on in the end.

In both conditions here, indecisive individuals made the same predominantly alternative-based search shifts as they did in Experiment 1. Decisive individuals made more dimension-based shifts in the No-Risk condition, as in Experiment 1, and showed a slight dominance of alternative-based shifts in the Risk condition. It is not clear why there were differences in strategies in these two conditions, though we imagine that it resulted from the high cognitive resource demands of the task used in this experiment relative to those of Experiment 1, combined with the extra demands of the Risk condition here.

One additional difference between these results and those of Experiment 1 is the total days of delay of indecisive relative to decisive individuals. In Experiment 1, indecisive individuals in both conditions delayed as extensively as did decisive individuals in the No-Risk condition. In Experiment 2, however, indecisive individuals in both conditions delayed only as extensively as did decisive individuals in the Risk condition. From this, it appears to be incorrect, then, to say that indecisive individuals always delay choice more than do decisive ones.
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Two experiments were conducted here to test the hypothesis that decisive individuals modulate decisional delay in the context of searching for further alternatives while indecisive individuals do not. Consistent with this hypothesis, decisive individuals showed less delay when risk was present relative to when it was absent. Indecisive individuals, in contrast, showed strikingly no difference in delay when risk was present versus absent. This lack of response to risk information put indecisive individuals, at least in the present decision context, in the position of more often choosing a less desirable alternative. Over all conditions, counter to the assumption that indecisive individuals always delay more than do decisive one, indecisive individuals delayed choice no more nor less than did decisive individuals. In the process of obtaining information to aid choice, indecisive individuals used a predominantly alternative-based search pattern, while decisive individuals used a dimension-based pattern (in three of the four conditions across studies); this is largely the opposite of the findings of Ferrari and Dovidio (2000, 2001). Decisive individuals in the Risk condition took less time and looked at fewer cells of information than did those in the No-Risk condition, while indecisive individuals in the Risk condition took more time and looked at more information than did those in the No-Risk condition. Importantly, all of these findings emerged in a context in which decisive and indecisive individuals did not differ in their preferred alternatives, as indicated by their choices in the No-Risk condition and their decision-related values.

Proposed decision strategies

In this section, we discuss the strategies that might be used by decisive and indecisive individuals respectively in deciding when to decide. We differentiate this decision from that of identifying the most preferred alternative in a choice set, which we will discuss later. Based on the present findings, we propose that decisive individuals might attempt to maximize expected utility in deciding between choice and deferral. By this account, they look at alternatives in an existing choice set, identify the most desirable alternative (the utility of which becomes the expected utility of choice), and assess whether the prospect of a better future choice set is worth the risk of losing the currently preferred alternative. They delay choice only when they believe that the expected utility of delay is greater than that of choice. Delay occurs more often when risk is absent relative to when it is present because the expected utility of delay is always lower when risk is absent, all else being equal. This process description is consistent with the behavior of decisive individuals here, and it explains why they might have chosen desirable alternatives without delay when risk was present, but searched more extensively before making a choice when risk was absent. Given that decisive individuals, by definition, do not have undue difficulty with choice among alternatives, it would not be problematic that this strategy requires that a preferred alternative be identified before a decision between choice and deferral can be made.

Indecisive individuals, in contrast, appear to be unwilling to make this kind of trade-off between choice quality and the gains and losses associated with delay. In the first experiment, they went to nearly the last day in both conditions before going back to choose an alternative even when risk of losing promising alternatives was high. In the second experiment, they chose an alternative on an early day in both conditions, even when there was no risk of loss of alternatives with further search. We believe that the most parsimonious account for these findings is that, rather than maximizing the expected utility of choice versus delay, indecisive individuals might instead use a satisficing strategy (Simon, 1955) with a high threshold for a minimally acceptable alternative (e.g., that the alternative has high values on at least 5 of 6 dimensions). By this account, they look at all available choice alternatives for one that meets their minimum and, if none meet it, they go on to the next day regardless of risk (though they might look harder before going on in the face of risk, as suggested by the time and information results). If they do not find an above-threshold alternative by the time they have exhausted all alternatives, they lower their threshold and choose an earlier alternative. This can explain their lengthy delay in Experiment 1, in which the best alternative (as well as the second best alternative)—with moderate values on two dimensions and high values on the rest—might have initially
been below threshold and thus passed over. It can also explain their immediate acceptance of an alternative in Experiment 2 that had a high value on all dimensions except for one, and thus was more likely to have been above threshold.

To the extent that decisive individuals do seek to maximize expected utility in deciding when to decide while indecisive individuals engage in a satisficing strategy with a high threshold for an acceptable choice, we can infer the choices that these individuals are likely to make in risk-free versus risk situations. In risk-free situations, the two kinds of individuals will usually obtain the same most desirable alternative. That is, they will search all alternatives and then go back and choose the same most attractive alternative. The only exception is that indecisive individuals will choose a less attractive alternative on the few occasions in which it is both above threshold and arises before the most attractive alternative. Overall, in the absence of risk, decisive individuals will choose the most attractive alternative slightly more often, and will engage in the most delay. In risk situations, in contrast, decisive individuals will obtain moderately good alternatives most of the time because a moderately good choice set, in the context of risk, will often have a higher expected utility than deferral. Indecisive individuals, by continuing to search for an above-threshold choice even when the risk associated with deferral is high, will be more likely to uncover improbable exceptional alternatives not found by decisive individuals, but will also more often find themselves left only with undesirable alternatives. Overall, in the presence of risk, decisive individuals will obtain less extreme alternatives than will indecisive individuals, and will engage in less delay.

It is possible that rather than using a satisficing strategy, indecisive individuals also maximize expected utility but simply use different values in their calculations. They might believe that the likelihood of a preferred future alternative arising is higher than do decisive individuals, or that the risk of losing an existing alternative is lower, or that the utility of an ideal alternative is higher. There is no a priori reason to believe that indecisive individuals assess probabilities differently in this situation, but there is reason to believe that they might value an ideal alternative so highly that no degree of risk can offset the value. While further research is needed to differentiate this possibility from the first one we proposed, we do note that this account cannot explain why indecisive individuals stopped on Day 3 in the second study in the risk-free condition. If there is no risk and one is attending to expected utility, no matter how good the alternative, there is no reason to stop without exploring the rest of the options. One would have to propose a second mechanism to explain this finding, such as that process tracing is more difficult for indecisive individuals (e.g., because they have reduced cognitive resources as a result of decision-related anxiety; Ferrari & Dovidio, 2001), and so they stop earlier in the more resource-intensive context. While the satisficing account is more parsimonious, the two are abstractly quite similar in that they indicate an increased importance of ideal alternatives to indecisive individuals, and we do not rule out this second possibility.

Past work has made an individual difference distinction between satisficers and maximizers (Schwartz et al., 2002), where maximizers are those who strive to find the best alternative possible (e.g., the best television on the market) while satisficers stop when they get to one that is good enough for their purposes. It has been found that maximizers tend to be less happy, have lower self-esteem, lower optimism, lower life satisfaction, and higher perfectionism and regret. The idea is that always looking for the perfect alternative is troublesome, given that we rarely have all our options before us, and it is difficult to ever know if we have found that best alternative. While, on the surface, the terminology sounds like satisficing here might be equated with satisficers and utility maximization with maximizers, we see exactly the opposite. That is, by using a satisficing strategy with a high threshold, indecisive individuals are largely trying to get a perfect or almost perfect option, and they will keep looking for it regardless of the risk. Decisive individuals, in contrast, by using a utility maximization strategy, are trying to get the best alternative that they can, given what is available. They are satisficing in the specific sense they are accepting something good enough rather than taking a chance on getting something better or worse with continued search. Reports of maximizers are consistent with those of indecisive individuals; the latter are also less satisfied with their choices and believe that making decisions negatively impacts their lives (Frost & Shows, 1993).
Indecisiveness and search patterns

The search patterns on the first day speak not to the decision of whether to choose versus to delay—at least not explicitly—but rather to the process by which a preference is identified in the initial choice set. Recall that indecisive individuals opened cells of information on this day using a predominantly alternative-based search pattern, looking at desired information about one alternative before going on to the next alternative. According to Payne and colleagues (Payne et al., 1988), this pattern is consistent with use of a resource-intensive compensatory strategy, such as a weighted additive rule, but it is also precisely the pattern one would expect if a decision maker were using a satisficing strategy (Simon, 1955). The decision maker sets a threshold for a minimally acceptable alternative, and then looks across each alternative to see if it meets the threshold; as soon as a violation is found, the decision maker goes on to the next alternative. The major limitation of the strategy is that it does not always produce a preferred alternative in the choice set. Use of a satisficing strategy at this level of identifying a preferred alternative is consistent with use of the strategy at the level of deciding whether to choose versus to defer. If an alternative is deemed acceptable, search stops; if not, the next alternative in the set is considered. If an existing choice set is exhausted without a desirable alternative having been found, search continues for further alternatives. The fact that a preference is not always identified in an initial choice set does not matter because failure to find a preferred choice is precisely the reason for going on to look for further ones.

In contrast, decisive individuals opened cells of information using a predominantly dimension-based search pattern, comparing alternatives on one dimension before going on to another dimension. This search direction suggests that these individuals use a non-compensatory strategy, such as elimination by aspects (Tversky, 1972), to identify a preferred alternative in the initial set. This is a slightly more taxing strategy than a satisficing strategy (depending on which of many possible non-compensatory rules are being used; Payne et al., 1988), but always produces a preferred alternative, rather than sometimes recommending none. Ensuring that a preferred alternative is always identified is important because, at least in the current formulation of expected utility applied to decisional delay (Tversky & Shafir, 1992), the utility of the alternative also serves as the expected utility of choice, which is compared with the expected utility of delay to determine whether or not to defer decision-making.

One difference between this research and the process-tracing studies of Ferrari and Dovidio (2000, 2001) is that the earlier work reported a dimension-based search pattern among indecisive individuals and an alternative-based pattern among decisive ones, while we found the opposite. In some ways, differences in search patterns across studies should come as little surprise, as people are well known to adapt their search strategies to situational demands (Payne et al., 1988). However, we have some more concrete comments about this difference. First, a major finding of Ferrari and Dovidio (2001) was that decisive individuals were less taxed by the decision process and so were able to use more resource-intensive strategies. When we propose that indecisive individuals used a satisficing strategy while decisive individuals used a non-compensatory strategy here, we are again arguing that the strategy of decisive individuals was more resource intensive than that of indecisive ones. It is just that both strategies might have been less resource intensive here (than in Ferrari & Dovidio, 2001) because the present decision tasks—with the addition of multiple days, risk information, and, in the second study, hidden cells—were more difficult. Furthermore, by our account, the task used by Ferrari and Dovidio would have been perceived differently by indecisive individuals as compared with our task. Their task was clearly about choosing the most preferred alternative in the set, while ours clearly allowed that, at least on the early days, no preferred alternative need be found. This could have prompted a satisficing strategy here but not in Ferrari and Dovidio’s task.

The nature of indecisiveness

This expected utility versus satisficing account—as well as the alternative possibility that indecisive individuals use expected utility but place greater value on ideal alternatives—is consistent with past
correlations with perfectionism (Frost, Martin, Lahart, & Rosenblate, 1990) as well as with theoretical perspectives on the nature of indecisiveness. Frost and colleagues found reliable correlations between the Indecisiveness Scale and two subscales of their Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (MPS; Frost et al., 1990; Frost & Shows, 1993): Concern over Mistakes (internal $\alpha = 0.20$) and Personal Standards ($\alpha = 0.55$). The Concern Over Mistakes subscale reflects a negative reaction to mistakes, a tendency to interpret mistakes as failure, and a tendency to believe one will lose the respect of others as a result of mistakes (e.g., “People will probably think less of me if I make a mistake”). The Personal Standards subscale reflects the setting of very high standards for oneself and the excessive importance placed on these high standards for self-evaluation (“I set higher standards for myself than most people”). Holding such beliefs is consistent with setting a high threshold for acceptable choice alternatives, and for striving to obtain these without obvious regard to the risks of delay. The Burns’ (1980) Perfectionism Scale used here is a shorter scale containing elements of both the MPS subscales, but largely focusing on mistakes. The correlation between this and the Indecisiveness Scale was reliably different from zero in the first study only ($r = 0.28$ in Experiment 1), but the scale items have been less carefully tested than the MPS items, and the strong language of the items might have been objectionable to many students (e.g., “If I scold myself for failing to live up to my expectations, it will help me do better in the future”), resulting in some error. Future study of the relationship between scores on the MPS and decisional delay behavior might be more informative.

Others have argued that indecisiveness is associated with a need for certainty (Frost & Shows, 1993), a desire to minimize error (Salzman, 1980), and a lower threshold for deciding what is important (Reed, 1985). It had previously been difficult to interpret what these might imply about behavior in the context of a decision task such as the present one. For example, one could have a high need for certainty in the sense of preferring a certain probability of a good alternative to the uncertain prospect of a better one. The results suggest that a high need for certainty and a desire to minimize errors might refer to a desire to make sure that no better alternatives exist before committing to an inferior choice alternative rather than to a preference for certainty over uncertainty in the probability sense. The prospect of missing such an alternative appears to be less bad to indecisive individuals than that of missing out on an earlier attractive but sub-threshold alternative. Past work with sequential tasks has shown that individuals in general wait longer to make a choice when they know that they will be shown the future alternatives they did not consider relative to when they know that they will not be shown these alternatives (Cooke, Meyvis, & Schwartz, 2001). People appear to regret missing a future opportunity more than they regret passing up a past one.

In the introduction, our studies were motivated by the belief that the choice difficulty experienced by indecisive individuals might promote delay as a means of choice avoidance. The strategy results, combined with the discussion of perfectionism, suggest that choice difficulty might arise because it is not clear what to do when no alternatives exceed one’s threshold. That is, a satisficing procedure does not clearly produce choice alternatives that are the best available if they are also not above threshold. The only real recourse is to delay choice. In one way, delay can be thought of as a decision to continue to search for the ideal alternative. In another way though, continued search might be a means of avoiding the often-inevitable task of lowering one’s threshold (e.g., figuring out which dimensions to relax), of identifying a different choice strategy, or of making a commitment to an imperfect alternative.

**Conclusions**

The application of expected utility to dynamic situations has allowed us to look at the delay behavior of decisive and indecisive individuals in situations in which delay is not a uniformly negative decision behavior. While delay can have negative consequences in the form of increased time and effort in static situations, the value of making a decision immediately versus after delay in dynamic situations depends on the expected utilities of these two options. In other words, it is equally problematic to commit to a choice before attractive alternatives have been found, as it is to delay choice to the point that all attractive alternatives are no longer
available. Dynamic choice situations provide a framework in which to consider the question of whether indecisive individuals always delay choice to a greater extent than do more decisive individuals versus that indecisive individuals respond differently than do decisive ones to the benefits and risks of choice versus delay. The results provide evidence that they do, in fact, respond differently to these situations, such that only decisive individuals clearly alter their delay behavior in response to the risks and benefits associated with deferral.

The results suggest that the question of how people decide when to commit to a choice alternative, in the face of a dynamic set of alternatives, has a different answer depending on who is making the decision. Decisive and indecisive individuals appear to use entirely different strategies—based on different goals—both at the micro level of identifying promising alternatives and at the macro level of determining whether to prolong delay. Further work is needed—including careful manipulation of the quality of choice alternatives, the degree of benefits and risks over time, the variability of the alternatives in the environment, and the importance of the decision—towards developing a richer understanding of the variety of ways in which individuals decide when to decide.

APPENDIX

Course selection grid

In the actual materials, the numbers were replaced with the following:

- Meeting Time: 1 = Preferred, 2 = Acceptable, 3 = Undesirable
- Instructor Quality: 1 = Good, 2 = Fair, 3 = Poor
- Relevance to Goals: 1 = High, 2 = Moderate, 3 = No relevance
- Amount of Work: 1 = Preferred, 2 = Ok, but high, 3 = Burdensome
- Peer Evaluations: 1 = Good, 2 = Fair, 3 = Poor
- Topic Interest: 1 = High, 2 = Moderate, 3 = Low

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seats available</th>
<th>Meeting time</th>
<th>Instructor quality</th>
<th>Relevance to goals</th>
<th>Amount of work</th>
<th>Peer evaluation</th>
<th>Topic interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Day 1
| Course A        | 2            | 2                  | 3                  | 1             | 1              | 2              |
| Course B        | 4            | 1                  | 1                  | 2             | 1              | 1              |
| Course C        | 3            | 2                  | 2                  | 2             | 2              | 2              |
| Course D        | 4            | 1                  | 1                  | 3             | 2              | 2              |
| Course E        | 3            | 2                  | 2                  | 1             | 1              | 2              |
| Day 2
| Course F        | 3            | 2                  | 3                  | 3             | 1              | 2              |
| Course G        | 2            | 2                  | 1                  | 1             | 1              | 2              |
| Day 3
| Course H        | 4            | 2                  | 2                  | 1             | 1              | 2              |
| Course I        | 3            | 3                  | 3                  | 3             | 1              | 2              |
| Day 4
| Course J        | 3            | 3                  | 3                  | 3             | 2              | 3              |
| Course K        | 4            | 1                  | 2                  | 2             | 1              | 3              |
| Day 5
| Course L        | 2            | 1                  | 3                  | 1             | 1              | 3              |
| Course M        | 1            | 3                  | 2                  | 1             | 1              | 2              |

These values are for the Risk condition; the No-Risk condition values were all >10.

Changes to 0 seats available on Day 3 in Risk condition.

Changes to 0 seats available on Day 4 in Risk condition.

The values in parentheses were the only changes made to the grid for Experiment 2.
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